NEWS RELEASE

Casio to Release EDIFICE Collaboration Model with TOM’S,
Inspired by Luxury Sports Cars

EQB-1100TMS
Norderstedt, April 26, 2022 — Casio Computer Co., Ltd. announced today the release of the latest
addition to the EDIFICE line based on the brand concept of “Speed and Intelligence.” TOM’S
Limited Edition EQB-1100TMS is a collaboration model designed with TOM'S to evoke the luxury
sports cars that are the team’s specialty.
TOM’S is a top Japanese racing team competing in the most prestigious races in Japan, with a
number of SUPER GT and SUPER FORMULA championships under its belt. The company also
brings the technologies it cultivates for racing to its aftermarket parts and custom cars. With the
TOM’S team needing watches that would allow members to share precise timing during races,
Casio has been a sponsor since 2013 through EDIFICE, its line of timepieces inspired by a
motorsports worldview.
The third collaboration between TOM’S and Casio, the EQB-1100TMS is a high-performance
timepiece featuring a slim case at just 8.9mm and a design inspired by TOM'S luxury sports cars.
The watch features a dial made of the carbon fiber so prevalent in motorsports and is accented
with the TOM’S logo, second hand, and indicator hand in gold color for a look of rich luxury. Color
gradation around the perimeters of the sapphire crystal and the inset dial at the 6 o'clock position
recreates the changing color of a sports car’s titanium tail pipe when the exhaust heat causes the
titanium to turn bluish. Every detail was created under TOM’S supervision, including the octagonal
bezel finished with black ion plating and the gray ion-plated case and band, for a chic timepiece as
impressive as the company's luxury sports cars.
The EQB-1100TMS is also equipped with Mobile Link functions that pair via Bluetooth® to a
smartphone. When used with the dedicated EDIFICE Connected app, the watch automatically
adjusts the time and enables the wearer to use their smartphone to easily select any of
approximately 300 cities for world time and display the time in two cities. The Tough Solar charging
system converts light to power the watch for practicality and convenience.
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TOM’S logo, second hand and
indicator hand in gold color

EQB-1100TMS

Color gradation around perimeter of the sapphire crystal and
the inset dial evokes the colors of titanium as it heats up.
Specifications
10 bar

Water Resistance
Communication
Specifications

Communication
Standard
Signal Range

Stopwatch

Mobile Link (Wireless linking with
Bluetooth® devices)
Other Features
Power Source

Bluetooth® low energy
Up to 2m (may differ depending on surrounding
conditions)
Measuring unit: 1 second; measuring capacity: 23:59’59;
measuring modes: elapsed time, 200-lap memory, last lap
indicator; start timing directly from calendar mode
Auto time adjustment
Easy watch setting
Approximately 300 world time cities
Stopwatch data transfer
Phone finder
Daily alarm, date display, day indicator, full auto-calendar,
dual time
Tough Solar power system (solar-charging system)
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Continuous Operation
Size of Case
Total Weight

About 19 months with the power-saving function ON after
full charge
51.1 × 44.6 × 8.9mm
Approx. 130g

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by
Casio Computer Co., Ltd. is under license.
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